




sixty per cent of these are known to
occur ftom the Austtalian tetritorial
waters (Heatwole, 1999). The Indian
watefs are known to harbout about
25 species, and the richest diversity
(11 species) has been reported from
the Gulf of Mannar. \fhile working
on the sea snakes divetsity along the
coast of Goa tepotted four species,
namely Lapemis curtus, Enhydrina
schistosa, Thallasophina viperina
and Acrochordus granulatus from
this region.
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Modetn fishing techniques

involving the use of non-selective
fishing gears like bottom trawls
and dredges unintentionally trap
a vaiery of Jiving organisms. The
operation of non-selective fishing
gears along the coast of India has
increased considerably in the past
mainly due to increased demand
for the shrimps. The indiscriminate
temoval of biological species from
the benthic environment includes
sea snakes. These resources in India
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are discatded as incidental by-catch
in vie.w of their venomous narure
and commercial non-viabiliw.
whereas in Far Eastern countries
the sea snakes ate hunted for
leather. Along the Goa coasr, sea

snakes are trapped in bottom travrs
used to exploit the abundant shdmp
resoutces, and occasionally in beach
seines, locally known as "Rampani".
(Persona/ o bseruations).

Commetcial fistrrng trawlers
operating along the Goa coast
employ bottom trawls to harvest

the abundant demersal and pelagic
fesoufces those occur in the near-
shote fishing gtounds (up to 50 m
depth). The above gear being of
a non-selective nature incidentally
traps commercially non-viable
marine organisms l-ike sea snakes. As
these species are not economically
important, most of the catch is being
discarded from the fishins vessel

itself and therefore information
avalTable on the sea snakes is quite
limi ted (Pe rson a / o bse ruati o ns).

Our field observations on the sea
snakes trapped in trawl nets revealed
the occurrence of three species,
Lapemis curtus, Enhydrinaschisrosa,
and Acrochordus granulatus.
Among these, Enhydrina schistosa
was found to be most common
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with an ave of two individuals

trapped pet haul. Our observations

of live individuals revealed iniuries

ranging from supetficial btuises to

deeo lacerations. The live snakes

may be crippled or mangled as a

combined effect of being squeezed

in the enormous catch uP to 300 kg

and the dtagging action of the boat

for a minimum of 2 hours, while

othets are smotheted to death as

a result of twisting of their spines.

These snake being commercially

non-exploitable, are discarded back

into the sea.

Our observations based on the

fortnightly ttawi catch data obtained

from the offshote fishing grounds

along the Goa coast in relation to

studies reiated to benthic fin-fish

and shell-fish commurutY structure

reveal that there has been a regulat

occufrence of madne snakes in
the trawl catches, and the most

common species known to occuf

is Enhydrina
schistosa.
However, eadier

published
reports (Lobo, et

al., 2005) reveal

the dominance
of another
species, Lapemis
curtus. Secondly,
our personal
observation
reveals that
these sDecles afe

commeiciallv un-exPloitable and

thetefore r'ejected. On the other

hand, there is a dearth of baseline

information regarding the species

composition of these rePtiles,

their taxonomy, and eco-biological

asDects.

The live snakes maY be criPPled

or mangled as a combined effect

of being squeezed in the enormous

catch up to 300 kg and the dragging

action of the boat for a minimum of
2 hours, while others are smothered

to death as a tesult of nvisting of
their spines. These snakes being

commercially non-exploitable, are

discarded back into the sea

During the tenute of the Present
study. data on sPecies comPosidon

of 41 trawl catches for dutation of
nine months was collected. The

data obtained in the Present srudY
'indicate that about two snakes per

haulareincidentally
trapped. Although,
this figute appears

to be too small if
one computes the
cumulative effect
of suchundesirable
removal, it appears

that such action
c fi influence
significant
changes in the
benthic coastal

envitonment. In
light of the above

statement on removal of sea snakes

from the marine environment, it is

necessary to trace the histofy of
fishing effort in terms of numbers

of mechanized ffawlets along Goa

coast. Mechanized fishing was first

introduced to Goa in 1963. Since

then, the number of mechanized

fishing trawlers grew hundted-fold
in the next thtee decades (425 tn

1993). The latest figures reveal that

1,157 trawlers oPerated along Goa

coast (2005). These figures provide

an rdea about the extent of effect

of temoval of sea snakes on the

benthic coastal habitats of Goa.
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In India, sea snakes are Protected
under Section fV of the Wildlife
(Protection) Act, L972. However,

prevention and conttol of unin-

tentional trapping of sea snakes

by legislation and its subsequent

implementation is a difficult task

owing to the lack of appropriate in-

frastructure and monitoring mecha-

nism due to an extensive coasdine.

Further, information on the sea

snakes is quite limited and there-

fore does not provide much scoPe

to elucidate thefu Possible role in
ecosystem functioning in Indian

waters, especially in Goa. Howevet,

no management strategies to avoid

entry of suchvarieties of sea snakes

in the benthic trawl net have been

adopted, at least along the shelf wa-

ters of Goa.

Dr C'tJ Nuonker is

working with DePannent of

Marine S ciertcelGoa Uniuersiry.
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